
Piedmont Academy and Early Learning Center

3 Year Old Student Evaluation

NAME: 

TEACHER: 

SELF RELIANCE SKILLS Nov May LISTENING /SPEAKING SKILLS Nov May

Can put on my coat Attention span is lengthening

Cleans up work areas Speaks clearly

Can wash and dry my hands Communicates in sentences

I am potty trained Retells a story

PRACTICAL SKILLS Can answer who, what, where, why questions

Can say my first and last names Can wait for turn to speak

Know how old I am WRITING READINESS

Can recognize / point to body parts Draws and tells about picture

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL SKILLS Prints first name

Respects others and school property Draws and attempts to label

Accepts and responds to adult authority Understands left to right on the page

Plays cooperatively READING READINESS

Has positive self concept Recites the alphabet (rote memory)

Has appropriate control over my feelings Identifies letters of the alphabet

Identifies human feelings (sad,happy) Recognizes first name in print

Shows curiousity Produces some letter sounds

WORK HABITS Identifies rhyming words 

Can work independently Identifies opposite words (hot/cold)

Can follow 3 step directions Can sequence up to 3 events 

Participates in large group actitivites Understands positional  words (top/bottom)

Can work well within small groups Recognizes 4 basic color words in print

Uses time wisely Recognizes 20 or more words in print

Works without disturbing others MATH READINESS

MOTOR SKILLS Counts 1 to 25

Uses crayons properly Counts 25 to 50

Uses scissors properly Recognizes numbers to 10

Manipulates  zippers,  buttons,  snaps Matches numerals to sets

Can string beads Recognizes 4 basic geometric shapes

Assembles puzzles 12 or more pieces Recognizes 8 basic colors

Walks up/down stairs (alternating feet) Creates and follows a pattern  

Walks backwards Sorts objects 

Runs Sequences different sizes 

Jumps in place (two feet together) Measures using different tools

Balances on one foot. Begins to add quantities 0 to 5

Hops on one foot SOCIAL STUDIES/SCIENCE

Throws a large ball forward Identifies the 4 seasons

Kicks a large ball forward Participates in scientific guessing

Catches a large ball Recognizes family roles and relationships

Bounces a ball  ( 2 consistent bounces) Knows traditional holidays

Skips MUSIC, ART, DRAMA

Participates in dramatic play activities

Participates in Bible stories and songs

Participates in art activities

Participates in music activities

I- introduced      P- progressing   C- consistent


